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ABSTRACT

We study the problem of mining and summarizing multiple time series effectively and efficiently. We propose PLiF, a novel method to discover essential characteristics (“fingerprints”), by exploiting the joint dynamics in numerical sequences. Our fingerprinting method has the following benefits: (a) it leads to interpretable features; (b) it is versatile: PLiF enables numerous mining tasks, including clustering, compression, visualization, forecasting, and segmentation, matching top competitors in each task; and (c) it is fast and scalable, with linear complexity on the length of the sequences.

We did experiments on both synthetic and real datasets, including human motion capture data (17MB of human motions), sensor data (166 sensors), and network router traffic data (18 million raw updates over 2 years). Despite its generality, PLiF outperforms the top clustering methods on clustering; the top compression methods on compression (3 times better reconstruction error, for the same compression ratio); it gives meaningful visualization and at the same time, enjoys a linear scale-up.

1. INTRODUCTION

Time sequences appear in countless applications, like sensor measurements [13], mobile object tracking [20], data center monitoring [27], motion capture sequences [19, 21], environmental monitoring (like chlorine levels in drinking water [25] and many more. Given multiple, interacting time sequences, how can we group them according to similarity? How can we find compact, numerical features (“fingerprints”), to describe and distinguish each of them?

Researches in time sequences form two broad classes:

(a) Feature extraction (and similarity search, indexing etc), using, say, Fourier or wavelet coefficients, piece-wise linear approximations and similar methods and
(b) forecasting, like an autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) and related methods.
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The former class is useful for querying: indexing, similarity searching, clustering. The latter class is useful for mining: forecasting, missing value imputation, anomaly detection. Can we develop a method that has the best of both worlds? Extracting the essence of time sequences is already very useful - it would be even more useful if those features are easy to interpret, and even better if they could help us do forecasting. Ability to forecast automatically leads to anomaly detection (every time-tick that deviates too much from our forecast), segmentation (a time interval deviating too much from our forecast), compression (storing the deltas from the forecasts), and missing value imputation, extrapolation and interpolation. And of course, we would like the method to be scalable, with linear complexity on the length of the sequences. Is it possible to achieve as many as possible of the above goals, any of which alone is already very useful? The proposed PLiF method gives a positive answer: the idea is to extract the essential numerical representation that characterizes the evolving dynamics of the sequences, specifically, to fit a Linear Dynamical System (LDS) on the collection of m sequences, and then show how to extract a few, but meaningful features out of the LDS. We will refer to those features as the “fingerprints” of each sequence. We further show that the proposed fingerprints achieve all the above goals:

1. Effectiveness: the resulting features lead to a natural distance function, which agrees with human intuition and the provided ground truth. Thus, fingerprints lead to good clustering as well as visualization (see Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 5);
2. Interpretability: as we will show, the fingerprints correspond to groups of harmonics;
3. Forecasting: they naturally lead to forecasting and compression;
4. Scalability: the proposed PLiF method is fast and scalable on the size of the sequences.

Table 1 compares PLiF against traditional methods and illustrates their strengths and shortcomings: a checkmark (✓) indicates that the corresponding method (column) fulfills the corresponding requirement (row). Only PLiF has all entries as checkmarks. In more detail (also see Appendix B), the desirable fingerprints should allow for lags, and small variations in frequency. While,

- Fourier analysis and wavelet methods could identify the frequencies in a single signal, but can not correlate similar signals, nor do forecasting.

1One might argue that Fourier coefficients can do rudimen-
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Finally, we do not show typical distance functions for time series clustering in Table 1: the Euclidean distance (sum of squares of differences at each time-tick) and the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance. The reason is that none of them leads to forecasting, nor to feature extraction, and thus the interpretability requirement is out of reach. Moreover, the typical, un-constrained, version of DTW fails the scalability requirement, being quadratic on the length of the sequences.

To make the discussion more concrete, we refer to one of our motivating applications, motion capture (mocap) sequences: For each motion, we have 93 numbers (positions or angles of markers on the joints of the actor), with a variable number of frames (=time-ticks) for each such sequence, typically 60-120 frames per second. See Fig. 1(b) for two such example sequences, both plotting the right-foot z-value as a function of time, for one of the walking motions, and one of the running ones, from the publicly available mocap.cs.cmu.edu repository of mocap sequences.

Given a large collection of such human motion sequences, we want to find clusters and to group similar motions together. The desirable features/fingerprints would have the following properties:

- P1: Lag independence: two walking motions should be grouped together even if they start at different footstep or phase;
- P2: Frequency proximity: running motions with nearby speed of motion should be grouped together;
- P3: Harmonics grouping: Several sensor measurements, like human motion, human voice, automobile traffic, obey several periodicities, often with related frequencies (“harmonics”). We would like to detect such groups of harmonics.

Fig. 1(d) gives a quick preview of the visualization and effectiveness of the proposed PLiF method: For the 49 sequences we have, we map each to its two fingerprint values, thus making it a 2-d point. Those 49 points are shown in Fig. 1(d), using ‘stars’ for motions that were (manually) labeled as running motions, and circles for the walking motions. Notice how clearly the two groups can be separated by a vertical line at $x=0$.

The rest of the paper is organized in the typical way: In the upcoming sections, we give the problem definition and a running example, then we list the shortcomings of earlier methods, the description of PLiF, experiments, related work and conclusions.

## 2. PROBLEM DEFINITION & RUNNING EXAMPLE

For the sake of exposition, we provide an arithmetic example here to demonstrate our proposed PLiF method. As mentioned in the introduction, the problem is as follows:

**Problem 1** *(Time sequence fingerprinting)*. Given $m$ time sequences of length $T$, Extract features that match the four goals in the introduction.

The four goals are that (a) the features should be effective, capturing the essence of what humans consider in similar sequences; (b) interpretable (c) they should lead to forecasting and (d) their computation should be fast and scalable.

More specifically, for the first goal of effectiveness, we want the fingerprints to have properties P1-P3, namely, lag independence, frequency proximity and harmonics grouping.

Thus, we use the following illustrative sequences (see Figure 2(a)), of length $T=500$ time-ticks, as defined in Table 2.

---

### Table 1: Capabilities of Approaches. Only PLiF meets all specs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SVD/PCA</th>
<th>DFT/DWT</th>
<th>LDS</th>
<th>PLiF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3Scalability has not been shown as all methods here have computation time linear to the length of data sequences.
Table 2: Illustrative sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) (X_1 = \sin(2\pi t/100))</td>
<td>period 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) (X_2 = \cos(2\pi t/100))</td>
<td>time-shifted of (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) (X_3 = \sin(2\pi t/100) + \cos(2\pi t/100))</td>
<td>time-shifted &amp; higher amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) (X_4 = \sin(2\pi t/110) + 0.2\sin(2\pi t/30))</td>
<td>mixture of two waves of periods 110 and 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) (X_5 = \cos(2\pi t/110) + 0.2\sin(2\pi t/30 + \pi/4))</td>
<td>same as (d) but lag in both components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first three sequences have period 100, with differing lags and amplitudes and thus we would like them to fall into the same group. The remaining two combine two frequencies (with periods 110 and 30), and a small phase difference; according to the P1-P3 properties, we would expect them to form another group of their own.

Fig. 2(a) also shows the first sequence, in dashed line form, so that we can visually compare the five sequences. As mentioned in the introduction, and as we elaborate in Appendix B, the typical method for dimensionality reduction (and thus feature extraction) is PCA/SVD; and the typical method for forecasting is autoregression and its more general form, Linear Dynamical Systems (LDS, where we specifically use the output matrix). We show the resulting features for each method as gray-scale heat-maps (Fig. 2(b)-2(d)), where rows are sequences, columns are features (=fingerprints), and black color indicates high values. Rows that are visually similar means that they have similar feature values and thus would end up in the same cluster.

Interpreting the heat-maps or “Why not PCA or LDS?” In short, only PLiF gives effective features. Specifically, notice that PCA (Fig. 2(b)) yields similar rows for sequence (a) and (e) - they are indeed visually similar in their time-plots, too, with small Euclidean distance (sum of square of daily differences). This is not surprising, because PCA and SVD actually preserve the Euclidean distance as best as possible - except that the Euclidean distance fails our desirable goals, heavily penalizing lags. Similarly using the output matrix \(C\) from LDS (Fig. 2(c)) gives a poor grouping.

The heat-maps above explain why both PCA/SVD, as well as LDS, will lead to poor clustering, after we apply, say, k-means [11]. In contrast, the heat-map of our proposed method PLiF (Fig. 2(d)) gives the expected groupings: the last two sequences are clearly together, with dark color in their first column; and the first three sequences have dark color in their second column.

As we show in later sections, PLiF also gives the interpretation for each feature: the corresponding “harmonic” groups and the strength of them in each of the sequences (Fig. 3(c)). Although the above is synthetic data, such lag correlation and frequency combinations are common in time series data such as motion capture data and sensor data.

3. PROPOSED METHOD: PLiF

We describe our proposed method PLiF (Parsimonious Linear Fingerprinting) in this section. First we give the basic variation (PLiF-naive) and explain its steps and in Appendix C.3 we show how to make it even faster. Table 3 gives an overview of the symbols used and their definitions.

Goal. To recap, we want to solve Problem 1, Given multiple time sequences of same duration \(T\), find features which have the four properties namely: (a) Effective (can be used for visualization and clustering); (b) Meaningful; (c) Generative (can be used for forecasting and compression); and (d) Scalable.

Each following subsection describes a step in our algorithm. At the high level, PLiF (a) discovers the “Newton”-like dynamics, using a modified, faster way of learning an LDS; (b) normalizes the resulting transition matrix \(A\), which reveals the natural frequencies and exponential decays / explosions of the given set of sequences (which we refer to as harmonics, see Definition 1); and (c) groups some of those harmonics/hidden variables, after ignoring the phase, thus accounting for lag-correlations. The discovered groups of such frequencies are exactly the “fingerprints” (features) that PLiF is using for clustering, visualization, compression, etc.

3.1 Learning Dynamics

Intuition. To understand the hidden pattern in the multiple signals, we want to extract the hidden dynamics, similar

![Figure 2: Running example: 5 synthetic sequences (top 3, with period 100 and possibly shifts; rest 2, with periods 110 and 30. 2(a): the time plots. 2(b),2(c),2(d): ‘heat-maps’ of fingerprints for each sequence, using PCA, LDS and PLiF, respectively. PLiF gives similar fingerprints for the top 3 and the bottom 2 sequences respectively, while competitors do not.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\lambda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z_n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu_0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Theory. To obtain the dynamics in data, we use an underlying Linear Dynamical System (LDS) to model multiple time series (Eq. 11 and 12). We use the EM algorithm (described in Appendix B.3) for learning the model parameters.

\[
\tilde{z}_1 = \tilde{\mu}_0 + \text{noise} \quad \tilde{z}_{n+1} = A \tilde{z}_n + \text{noise} \quad \tilde{x}_n = C \tilde{z}_n + \text{noise}
\]

\((n = 1, \ldots, T)\).

The LDS model includes parameters of an initial state vector \(\tilde{\mu}_0\), a transition matrix \(A\) and an output matrix \(C\) (along with the noise covariance matrices). Similar to “Newtonian” dynamics, the transition matrix \(A\) will predict the hidden variables (like the velocity and acceleration in human motions) for the next time tick, and the output matrix \(C\) will tell us how the hidden variables (e.g. velocities and accelerations) map to the observed values (e.g. positions) at each time tick (each row of \(C\) corresponds to one sequence).

Note that as discussed before, the transition matrix \(A\) is not unique: it is subject to permutation, rotation and linear combinations, and so is the output matrix \(C\). Thus each row in \(C\) can not uniquely identify the characteristics of the corresponding series. Our subsequent steps are motivated by this observation.

Example. On using \(h = 6\) hidden variables to learn the parameters for the 5 synthetic sequences shown in Figure 2(a), we will get a \(6 \times 6\) transition matrix \(A\), a \(5 \times 6\) output matrix \(C\) and a \(6 \times 1\) initial state vector \(\tilde{\mu}_0\). Figure 2(c) shows the \(C\) matrix. Clearly, it is all jumbled up and doesn’t show any clear pattern w.r.t. the sequences.

3.2 Canonicalization

Intuition. Equations of the linear system (see Appendix B, Eq. 11) tell that the hidden variables \((\tilde{z}_n)\) can have only a limited number of modes of operation that depend on the eigenvalues of the \(A\) matrix: The behavior can be exponential decay (real eigenvalue, with magnitude less than 1), exponential growth (real eigenvalue, with magnitude greater than 1), sinusoidal periodicity of increasing / constant / decreasing amplitude (complex eigenvalue \(a + bi\) controlling both amplitude and frequency) and mixtures of the above.

Those eigenvalues directly capture the amplitude and frequencies of the underlying signals of \(\tilde{z}_n\) variables, which we refer to as harmonics (Definition 1). Our goal in this step is to identify the canonical form of the hidden harmonics and how they mix in the observation sequences.

Theory. We know that a set of similar matrices share the same eigenvalues [9]. Hence, we propose to perform the eigenvalue decomposition of the transition matrix \(A\), and obtain the corresponding eigen-dynamics matrix and eigenvectors.

\[
A = V AV^*\tag{1}
\]

where \(V^* V = I\). The matrix \(V\) contains the eigenvectors of \(A\) and \(A\) is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of \(A\). We can justify doing the decomposition because over \(C\) almost every matrix is diagonalizable. Specifically, the probability that a square matrix of arbitrary fixed size with real entries is diagonalizable over \(C\) is 1 (see Zhang [32]). Also without loss of generality, we assume the eigenvalues are grouped into conjugate pairs (if any) and ordered according to their phases.

Note that the output matrix \(C\) in LDS represents how the hidden variables translate into observation sequences with linear combinations. In order to obtain the same observation sequences from \(A\) as the transition matrix, we need to compensate the output matrix \(C\) to get the harmonic mixing matrix \(C_h\).

\[
C_h = C \cdot V\tag{2}
\]

Similarly, the canonical hidden variables will be:

\[
\tilde{\mu}_0^{\text{new}} = V^* \cdot \tilde{\mu}_0 \tag{3}
\]

\[
\tilde{z}_n^{\text{new}} = V^* \cdot \tilde{z}_n \tag{4}
\]

The following two lemmas tell how the harmonic mixing matrix \(C_h\) looks like and how the canonical hidden variables correspond to the original dynamical system:

**Lemma 1.** \(V\) has conjugate pairs of columns corresponding to the conjugate pairs of eigenvalues in \(A\). Hence, the harmonic mixing matrix \(C_h\) must contain conjugate pair of columns corresponding to the conjugate pairs of the eigenvalues in \(A\).

**Proof Sketch:** See Appendix.

**Lemma 2.**

\[
\tilde{z}_n^{\text{new}} = \Lambda^{n-1} \tilde{\mu}_0^{\text{new}} + \text{noise} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\tilde{x}_n = C_h \cdot \Lambda^{n-1} \tilde{\mu}_0^{\text{new}} + \text{noise} \tag{6}
\]

**Proof Sketch:** See Appendix.

The intuition is that all hidden variables \(\tilde{z}_n\), all canonical hidden variables \(\tilde{z}_n^{\text{new}}\), and all observations \(\tilde{x}_n\) \((n = 1, \ldots, T)\) are mixtures of a set of growing, shrinking or stationary sinusoid signals, of data-dependent frequencies; we refer to those signals as “harmonics”, and their characteristic frequencies and amplitudes are completely defined by the eigenvalues of the transition matrix \(A\). “Harmonics” are formally defined as:

**Definition 1.** A signal \(y_n\) is said to be a harmonic if it is in the form of \(y_n = (a + bi)^n\), where \(a + bi\) is an eigenvalue of \(A\) and \(i = \sqrt{-1}\).

Our definition of harmonic is related to the frequencies that the Fourier transform would discover, with two major differences: (a) exponential amplitude: our harmonic functions could be growing or shrinking exponentially (for \(a \neq 1\)) (b) generality: the frequencies of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) are always multiples of the base frequency \(1/T\), while our harmonics could have any arbitrary frequency (\(b\) could take any value that fits the given data sequences).

Example. On performing this step on the learned transition matrix from the 5 synthetic sequences, we will get a \(6 \times 6\) matrix with eigenvalues 0.998±0.057i, 0.998±0.063i, and 0.978±0.208i on the diagonal. From our above discussion, we know that when the real part of the eigenvalue = 1, then the signal is a sinusoid which is the case here. The
imaginary part on the other hand corresponds to the frequencies. Thus 0.057 ≈ 2π/110 corresponds to frequency 1/110, 0.063 ≈ 2π/100 corresponds to frequency 1/100 and 0.208 ≈ 2π/30 corresponds to frequency 1/30 - which are precisely the base frequencies in the data.

Figure 3(a) shows the matrix $C_h$ obtained for the sample signals. We have shown the entries in the standard polar form: $Ae^{i\phi}$, $A$ is the magnitude and $\phi$ is the angle (phase). For clarity, the values which are very small have been shown as 0 in the matrix. Firstly as expected from Lemma 1, we have conjugate pairs of columns corresponding to the eigenvalues which correspond to the frequencies. Secondly, note that signals (a) and (b) are the same sinusoid but with just different phases (specifically a phase difference of $\pi/2$). Hence in the matrix $C_h$ they have the same frequency components (high values only in the conjugate columns 3 and 4) with the same weights (same $A$ value) but with different phases (different $\phi$ values). So, if we directly try to cluster $C_h$, we will not place them in the same cluster. Thirdly, the phase difference is also preserved in $C_h$: $0.82 + 0.75 = 1.5708 \approx \pi/2$ = the phase difference between signals (a) and (b). This can also be verified for the signals (d) and (e) which have different phases for the two constituent frequencies.

### 3.3 Handling Lag Correlation: Polar Form

#### Intuition

As specified in Section 1, the ideal features should catch lag correlation. After computing the harmonic mixing matrix $C_h$, we have found the contribution of each harmonic in the resulting observation sequences. Each row in $C_h$ represents the characteristics of each data sequence in the domain of the harmonics. Thus $C_h$ can plausibly be used to cluster the sequences. However, the harmonic mixing matrix not only tells the strength of each eigen-dynamic but will also encode the required phases for different sequences. Thus we will fail to group similar motions just due to the lag or phase differences. Intuitively for example, suppose we have two almost identical walking motions, except that one starts from the left foot and another from the right foot. We want to extract features that could identify the walking behavior, no matter which foot it starts with, so that we would be able to group the two walking motions together.

#### Theory

We eliminate phase by taking the magnitude of the harmonic mixing matrix $C_h$ abs($C_h$). From Lemma 1 we will get the same column for those conjugate columns of $C_h$; we drop these duplicate columns to get the harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$. The harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$ tells how strong each base harmonic participates in the observation time sequences and naturally leads to lag independent features (P1, Sec. 1).

**Lemma 3.** $\text{abs}(C_h)$ contains pairs of identical columns.

**Example.** Figure 3 (b) and (c) show the matrix $C_m$ obtained after applying this step on the generated $C_h$ matrix for the synthetic signals. Note that $C_m$ has begun to show some clear patterns corresponding to the underlying true clusters.

### 3.4 Grouping Harmonics

#### Intuition

The harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$ captures the contributing coefficients of each individual frequency. As we find harmonic frequency sets in music, in real time-series like motions, we will expect to usually find motion sequences composed of several major frequencies. Hence we now want to find such harmonics groups (P3 as stated in Section 1) capable of describing common characteristics of similar motion sequences, and the corresponding representations of each sequence in such harmonics group space. As a concrete example, say we want to determine that walking sequences are composed of 10 units of frequency 1 and 1 units of frequency 2, while running motions have say 10 units of frequency 2 and 1 units of frequency 3. Furthermore, a fast walking motion may in fact have a proper mix of both a walking frequency-group and running frequency-group.

#### Theory

To achieve this goal, we can use any dimensional reduction method such as SVD/PCA, ICA or nonnegative matrix factorization. For simplicity, we take the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$. As we introduced earlier, SVD is capable of finding low rank projection of the data matrix. $C_m \approx U_k \cdot S_k \cdot V_k^T$, where $C_m$ is column centered from $C_m$, $U_k$ and $V_k$ are orthogonal matrices with $k$ columns, and $S_k$ is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal of $S_k$ contains $k$ singular values which are usually sorted by magnitude. Finally, we obtain the features as follows:

$$F = U_k \cdot S_k$$

**Example.** Figure 2(d) shows the final $F$ matrix obtained from the sample sequences. Note that this matrix very clearly brings out the correct groupings. Also notice that in the corresponding $C_m$ matrix, sequences (d) and (e) had high components on columns 1 and 3 (which map to the 2 frequencies generating those signals). But after doing SVD, $F$ gives us a clearer and simpler picture where they are shown to be more related by having the same ‘group’ of harmonics combined in the same way.

### 3.5 Discussion

#### Choosing $h$

A particular issue in the learning algorithm is choosing a proper number $h$ for the hidden dimension of underlying LDS. In practice, we use the “80%-95%” energy criterion to determine $h$ [5]. That is, we take the Singular Value Decomposition of $X$, rank the singular values, and then choose $h$ at the rank with 95% of the total sum of squared singular values: $\hat{h} \leftarrow \text{arg}_{h} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} s_i^2}$, where $s_i$’s are singular values of $X$ in descending order.

#### Complexity

**Lemma 4.** The straightforward implementation of the algorithm (referred to as PLiF-naïve) costs $O(\#\text{iteration} \cdot T \cdot (m^2 + h^3))$, where $\#\text{iteration}$ is the number of iterations for learning LDS.

However, using the Woodbury matrix identity [9] and incrementally computing inverse of covariance matrix [25], the complexity can be reduced dramatically as stated in Lemma 5. See Appendix C.3 for details.

**Lemma 5.** PLiF can be computed within time of $O(\#\text{iteration} \cdot (T \cdot (m^2 \cdot h + h^3)) + m \cdot h^3)$.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3: Running example: the synthetic, sinusoidal signals of Figure 2(a), and the output matrices according to PLiF: (a) The harmonic mixing matrix $C_h$ and (b) the harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$ and (c) its heat-map (darker color - higher value in that cell). Near-zero values: omitted for clarity. Notice that (1) the columns of (a) are complex conjugates, in pairs; (2) the harmonic magnitude matrix $C_m$ makes similar sequences to look similar (top 3, bottom 2).

Please see a description of our experimental environment in the Appendix C.2.

4.1 Effectiveness: Visualization

As stated in the introduction section, our proposed method PLiF is capable of producing meaningful features: each feature column corresponds to a group of “harmonic” frequencies (one or more) and features represent the participation coefficients of the harmonic group in the sequence.

For the MOCAP dataset, we found interpretable and interesting patterns in its fingerprints (Fig. 4). In our experiment, we use hidden dimension $h = 7$ as suggested by the 95% criteria, and produce two fingerprints for each sequence ($k = 2$). The walking motions exhibit strong correlation with harmonics with eigen-values $0.998 \pm 0.053i$, equivalent to the frequency of $1/119$, while the running ones are correlated with eigenvalues $1.007 \pm 0.082i$ and $0.989 \pm 0.108i$, equivalent to the frequencies of $1/78$ and $1/58$.

We already presented meaningful features, both visually and numerically, extracted from multiple sequences by our proposed PLiF method. Thanks to those features, PLiF can be readily used for almost all mining tasks for time series, namely clustering, compression, forecasting and segmentation. While forecasting and segmentation are straightforward brought by the underlying dynamical system of our method, we will focus on the particular application of PLiF in time series clustering and compression.

4.2 Effectiveness: Clustering

The rationale in our clustering method lies in the fact that the fingerprints (features) computed by PLiF characterize how much each “harmonic” group participates in each of the sequences. Essentially, such a fingerprint tells the projection of each sequence onto the basis of the “harmonic” group. The final clustering result can be then obtained by applying any state-of-the-art clustering algorithm, such as k-means or spectral clustering [11] (Chap 14.3.6 & Chap 14.5.3) on the fingerprints.

In our experiments, we use simple thresholding (=0) on the first fingerprint (FP1) to tell the group, equivalent to k-means on FP1. In this way PLiF can produce two class grouping. But it can be easily extended to handle multiple class case, through the hierarchical framework [11] (Chap 14.3.12): applying PLiF-clustering in each level to produce bi-clustering and further dividing in proper descendants.

In MOCAP we test the clustering result on the right foot marker position with sequences of equal length ($T = 107$, $m = 49$). Since we know the true labels of each motion in MOCAP, we adopt a standard measure of conditional entropy from the confusion matrix of prediction labels against true labels to evaluate the clustering quality. The conditional entropy (CE) tells the difference of two clustering (lower is better), based on the following equation: $CE = -\sum \frac{C_{M_{ij}}}{\sum_{i,j} C_{M_{ij}}} \log \frac{C_{M_{ij}}}{\sum_{i,j} C_{M_{ij}}}$.

We use a commonly practiced method as the baseline for comparison: first projecting the multiple sequences into low dimensional principal components (#dim=#class=2) and then clustering by k-means with Euclidean distance. Tab. 4(a) and 4(b) show the confusion matrices and their
conditional entropies from the predicted grouping by the baseline and by PLiF clustering respectively. Note while baseline makes nearly random guesses, our method could identify all walking and almost all running motions correctly. The only three (out of 49) mistakes by PLiF turn out to be two running to stop motions and a right turn. As a typical example in Fig. 4(a), those mistakes have a very similar pattern with walking motion, so that even human would be confused.

As an exploratory example, we use PLiF-clustering to find groups on BGP data - we do not have ground-truth labels of each sequence here. Fig. 5 shows the results (each cluster is shown encircled). Note that the results match well with the notion that geographically closer routers tend to be more correlated than others. This is because the BGP routing protocol itself tries to find shorter routes which results in packets being sent locally to nearby routers rather than routers far away. Thus closer routers may have time shifts and correlations that are captured by PLiF.

### 4.3 Compression

The fingerprints extracted by PLiF could be used in a compression setting as well. The basic idea is to store the eigen-dynamics matrix (\( \Lambda \)), its associated projection matrix (\( C_h \)) and a subset of expected value of hidden variables. From Sec. 3.2, the eigen-dynamics \( \Lambda \) is a diagonal matrix, so we only keep the diagonal part. We also keep \( \mathbb{E}[\tilde{z}_i] \) computed from the E-step of EM algorithm for LDS. To be able to recover from compression, we compute the hidden values using \( \hat{\mu}_i = V^+ \mathbb{E}[\tilde{z}_i] \). PLiF-compression finds a subset of \( J \subseteq \{1, \ldots, T\} \), determining which time tick of hidden values will be stored. Here we use a similar idea as DynaMMo compression [21] to select the best subset of time tick index using dynamics programming. To recover the original signal, we project back the data matrix from those hidden variables and dynamics using the following equations:

\[
\bar{x}_i = C_h \cdot \hat{\mu}_i \tag{8}
\]

\[
\bar{\mu}_j = \Lambda^{j-i-1} \hat{\mu}_i \quad \text{if } i \in J \land i + 1, \ldots, j \notin J \tag{9}
\]

Table 4: Clustering on MOCAP right foot marker z-coordinate: Confusion matrix and conditional entropy. Note the ideal confusion matrix will be diagonal, which has conditional entropy of 0. Note in both way PLiF wins.

(a) PCA-Kmeans: \( CE = 0.68 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicted</th>
<th>walk</th>
<th>run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) PLiF: \( CE = 0.18 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicted</th>
<th>walk</th>
<th>run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) MOCAP walking(#22)

(b) CHLORINE

Figure 6: Compression: normalized reconstruction error versus compression ratio. Note PLiF achieves up to three times better than state-of-the-art method DynaMMo compression.

We did compression experiments on both MOCAP and CHLORINE data and evaluated the quality by relative error defined as: relative error = \( \frac{\sum_i \text{var}(X_i)}{\text{var}(X)} \) where \( \text{var} \) denotes mean square error and \( \text{var} \) variance for each sequence. Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show respectively PLiF-compression results for a walking motion (#22) and CHLORINE compared with PCA and DynaMMo [21]. Note here the statistics are generated by varying over different \( h \) and number of time ticks of hidden variables to keep, and we only plot the skyline of compression ratio and error.

### 4.4 Scalability

We now evaluate the scalability of PLiF on both MOCAP and CHLORINE data. We took various sizes of the CHLORINE sequences (by truncation) to test the scalability with respect to the length and the number of sequences.

Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) show the wall clock time of PLiF with respect to the length of sequences, on five different number of sequences from CHLORINE data, and on 10 sequences from BGP data (after taking the logarithm). In each experiment, we set the number of hidden variables \( h = 15 \) for CHLORINE and \( h = 10 \) for BGP and the learning step runs at the same number of iterations (= 20). In Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), all wall clock times fall in to almost straight line, indicating the linear scalability of PLiF over the length of sequences.

We did experiment on MOCAP dataset to compare the speed of PLiF and PLiF-naive. Fig. 8 presents wall clock time on

---

Figure 5: PLiF-clustering on BGP traffic data. Note how geographically close routers have been clustered together.
three typical MOCAP sequences, one walking motion (#22), one jumping motion and one running motion (#45). PLiF is 3 times faster PLiF-naive. Experiments on the CHLORINE dataset reveals similarly, PLiF scales much better than the basic algorithm PLiF-naive over the number of sequences and gets up to 3.5 times faster than the latter.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main idea is the proposal and design of PLiF, for the extraction of “fingerprints” from a collection of co-evolving time sequences. PLiF has all of the following desirable characteristics,

1. Effectiveness: The resulting features correspond to membership weights in each harmonics group; thus, they capture correlations, despite the presence of lags, and despite small shifts in frequency. The resulting distance function agrees with human intuition and the provided ground truth. Thus, fingerprints lead to good clustering, as well as visualization.

2. Interpretability: The fingerprints correspond to groups of harmonics, which are easy to interpret.

3. Forecasting: PLiF can easily do forecasting, since it is based on linear dynamical systems and their corresponding difference equations. Thus, it can easily do forecasting and compression, outperforming SVD and state-of-the-art compression methods (see Figure 6(a),(b)).

4. Scalability: PLiF is fast and scalable, being linear on the length of the sequences.

We showed the basic version of PLiF, as well as the final one. Both are linear on the length of sequences, but PLiF can be up to 3.5 times faster, thanks to our Lemma 5.

Future work could focus on testing PLiF’s performance on additional datasets and its use for segmentation and anomaly detection, which, as we mentioned are natural by-products of any method that can do forecasting. One limitation of the current proposed method is the inability to handle sequences of non-uniform lengths. In such cases, the naïve way of truncating sequences wastes part of data. Hence further work may also target extending PLiF to cluster time series with different lengths.
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APPENDIX

A. ADDITIONAL RELATED WORK

There is a lot of work on time series analysis, on indexing, clustering, and forecasting.

Indexing, Signals and Streams: For indexing, the idea is to extract features [3] and then use a spatial access method. Typical features include the Fourier transform coefficients, wavelets (Gilbert et al., [8], Jahangiri et al. [12]) piece-wise linear approximations (Keogh et al. [18]). These are mainly useful for the Euclidean distance, or variations (Rafiei et al. [26], Ogras et al [23]). Indexing for motion databases has also attracted attention, both in the database community (e.g., Keogh et al. [19]) as well as in graphics (Safonova et al. [28]).

The typical distance function is the Euclidean distance; the other major competitor is the time warping distance, also known as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (e.g., see the tutorial by Gunopulos and Das [10]). The linear-time constrained versions of DTW (Itakura parallelogram, Sakoe-Chiba band) have been studied in [18, 4].

There is also vast, recent literature on indexing moving objects (Jensen et al. [14] Mouratidis et al. [22]), as well as streams (e.g., see the edited volume by Garofalakis et al. [6]). An additional recent application for time series is monitoring a data center (e.g., Reeves et al. [27]), where the goal is to observe patterns in order to minimize energy consumption. An equally important monitoring application is environmental sensors (e.g., Deshpande et al. [2]).

Dimensionality reduction: There are numerous papers on the topic, with typical methods being PCA [15], SVD/LSI [5] and random projections [24].

Autoregression: Autoregression is the standard first step for forecasting. It is part of the ARIMA methodology; pioneered by Box and Jenkins [1], and it discussed in every textbook in time series analysis and forecasting. Kalpakis et al [17] used autoregression to extract features, using the so-called cepstrum method from voice processing. Kalman filters and Linear Dynamical Systems are closely related to autoregression, try to detect hidden variables (like velocity, acceleration) at every time-tick, and use them for forecasting. In the database community, Kalman filters have been proposed for sensor data (Jain et al. [13]) as well as for moving objects (Tao et al. [30]).

All the above approaches are powerful and very popular for their intended problem. In fact, the proposed PLiF method uses some of them as stepping stones (LDS, PCA). However, none of them achieves all the goals we set in the introduction.

B. SPECIAL CASES & THEIR SHORTCOMINGS

There are several existing methods, but none matches all the desirable properties illustrated in Table 1. Thus, none is a head-on competitor to our proposed PLiF method. We elaborate on PCA, Discrete Fourier Transform and Linear Dynamical Systems here because (a) they are the typical competitors for some (but not all) of the target tasks and (b) they can help in describing our PLiF method as well.

B.1 Principal Component Analysis

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the textbook method of doing dimensionality reduction, by spotting redundancies and (linear) correlations among the given sequences. Technically, it gives the optimal low rank approximation for the data matrix $X$. In our running example of Section 2, the matrix $X$ would be a $5 \times 500$ matrix, with one row for each sequence and one column per time-tick. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is the typical method to compute PCA. For a data matrix $X$ (assume $X$ is zero-centered), SVD computes the decomposition

$$X = U \cdot S \cdot V^T$$

where both $U$ and $V$ are orthonormal matrices, and $S$ is a diagonal matrix with singular values on the diagonal. Using standard terminology from the PCA literature, $V$ is called the loading matrix and $U \cdot S$ will be the component score.

To achieve dimensionality reduction, small singular values are typically set to zero so that the retained ones maintain 80-90% of the energy ($\approx$ sum of squares of eigenvalues). We shall refer to this rule of thumb as the energy criterion [5] (equivalently, this truncation produces a low rank projection). In our running example of Figure 2(a), the $U \cdot S$ component score matrix is a $5 \times 2$ matrix, since we are retaining 2 hidden variables.

PCA is effective in dimensionality reduction and in finding linear correlations, particularly for Gaussian distributed data [31]. However, the low dimensional projections are hard to interpret. Moreover, PCA can not capture time-evolving patterns (since it is designed to not care about the ordering of the rows or the columns), and thus it can not do forecasting. Fig. 2(b) shows the top two principal components for the synthetic five sequences. It does not show any clear pattern of underlying clusters; thus k-means indeed gives a poor final clustering result on it.

B.2 Discrete Fourier Transform

The $T$-point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of sequence $(x_0, \ldots, x_{T-1})$ is a set of $T$ complex numbers $c_k$, given by the formula

$$c_k = \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} x_t e^{-\frac{2\pi i k t}{T}} \quad k = 0, \ldots, T - 1$$

where $i = \sqrt{-1}$ is imaginary unit.

The $c_k$ numbers are also referred to as the spectrum of the input sequence. DFT is powerful in spotting periodicities in
a single sequence, with numerous uses in signal, voice, and image processing. However, it is not clear how to assess the similarity between two spectra, and hence DFT can be unsuitable for clustering. Moreover, it has several limitations, namely:

1. it can not find arbitrary frequencies (only ones that are integer multiples of the base frequency).
2. it can not give partial credit for signals with nearby frequencies (‘frequency proximity’, Property P2 in the introduction),
3. it can not do forecasting, other than blindly repeating the original signal.

Due to those limitations, we do not compare PLiF against DFT, in the experiments section under clustering.

B.3 Linear Dynamical Systems

Linear Dynamical Systems (LDS), also known as Kalman filters, have been used previously to model multi-dimensional continuous valued time series. The model is described by the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{z}_1 &= \mu_0 + \tilde{\omega}_1 \\
\tilde{z}_{n+1} &= A \tilde{z}_n + \tilde{\omega}_{n+1} \\
\tilde{z}_n &= C \tilde{z}_n + \tilde{\epsilon}_n
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mu_0\) is initial state of the whole system.

The model assumes the observed data sequences \((\tilde{x}_n)\) are generated from the a series of hidden variables \((\tilde{z}_n)\) with a linear projection matrix \(C\), and the hidden variables are evolving over time with linear transition matrix \(A\), so that next time tick only depends on the previous time tick as in Markov chains. All noises \((\tilde{\omega}'s\) and \(\tilde{\epsilon}'s\)) arising from the process are modeled as independent Gaussian noises with covariances \(Q_0, Q\) and \(R\) respectively. Given the observation series, there exist algorithms for estimating hidden variables \([16]\) and EM algorithms for learning the model parameters \([29, 7]\), with publicly available implementations\(^5\). The EM algorithm maximizes \(L(\theta)\), the expected log-likelihood defined in Eq. 13, iteratively. In the \(E\) step, it estimates the posterior distribution of the hidden variables conditioned on the data sequence with fixed model parameters; in the \(M\) step, it then updates the model parameters by maximizing the likelihood using some sufficient statistics (e.g. mean and covariance) from the posterior distribution.

\[
L(\theta, X) = \mathbb{E}_{x, z|\theta}(f(D(\tilde{z}_1, \mu_0, Q_0)) - \sum_{t=2}^{T} D(\tilde{z}_t, A \tilde{z}_{t-1}, Q) - \sum_{t=1}^{T} D(\tilde{x}_t, C \tilde{z}_t, R)) - \frac{1}{2} \log |Q_0| - T - 1 \log |Q| - \frac{T}{2} \log |R|)
\]

where \(D()\) is the square of the Mahalanobis distance, i.e. \(D(\tilde{x}, \tilde{y}, \Sigma) = (\tilde{x} - \tilde{y})^T \Sigma^{-1} (\tilde{x} - \tilde{y})\).

The difference between our proposed PLiF and LDS is that in addition to learning straight forward transitions and projections, PLiF will further discover deeper patterns behind them. The problem with LDS learning (see Fig. 2(c)) is that the learned model parameters are hard to interpret.\(^6\)

C. EXPERIMENTS AND ALGORITHM DETAILS

C.1 Proof Sketches

**Lemma 1.** Consider the eigenvalue equation \(A \cdot x = \lambda x\), where \(x\) is the eigenvector. Taking the conjugate on both sides we get \(\Lambda \cdot \bar{x} = \bar{\lambda} \bar{x}\). As \(A\) contains only real entries, \(\Lambda \cdot \bar{x} = \bar{\lambda} \bar{x}\). Hence, if the conjugate \(\bar{\lambda}\) is an eigenvalue of \(A\), \(\bar{x}\) is a corresponding (conjugate) eigenvector. \(\square\)

**Lemma 2.**

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{z}_n &= \mathbf{V}^* \cdot \tilde{z}_0 \\
\tilde{z}_n &= \mathbf{V}^* \cdot A \cdot \tilde{z}_{n-1} + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{z}_n &= \mathbf{V}^* \cdot \mathbf{V} \cdot A \cdot \mathbf{V}^* \cdot \tilde{z}_{n-1} + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{z}_n &= \Lambda \cdot \tilde{z}_{n-1} + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{x}_1 &= \mathbf{C} \cdot \mu_0 + \text{noise} = \mathbf{C} \cdot \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V}^* \cdot \mu_0 + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{x}_2 &= \mathbf{C} \cdot \tilde{z}_1 + \text{noise} = \mathbf{C} \cdot \mathbf{A} \cdot \tilde{z}_1 + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{x}_n &= \mathbf{C} \cdot \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V}^* \cdot \mu_0 + \text{noise} \\
\tilde{x}_n &= \mathbf{C} \cdot \mathbf{A} \cdot \tilde{z}_1 + \text{noise}
\end{align*}
\]

The result then follows by induction on the number of time ticks. \(\square\)

C.2 Experimental Setup

We describe here our experimental setup and datasets.

- **Mocap data (MOCAP):** Motion capture involves recording human motion through tracking the marker movement on human actors and then turn them into a series of multi-dimensional coordinates in 3d space. We use a publicly available mocap dataset from CMU\(^5\). It includes 49 walking and running motions of subject#16. Each motion sequence contains 93 positions for 31 markers in body local coordinate and three reference coordinates.

- **Chlorine Data (CHLORINE):** The chlorine dataset is publicly available\(^6\) and it contains \(m=166\) sequences of Chlorine concentration measurements on a water network over 15 days at the rate of one sample per 5 minutes (7=4310 time ticks). The dataset was produced by the EPANET 2 hydraulic analysis package\(^7\), which reflects periodic patterns (daily cycles, dominating residential demand pattern) in the Chlorine concentration, with a few exceptions and time shifts (see sample sequences in Fig. 9(a)).

- **Router Data (BGP):** We examine BGP Monitor data containing 18 million BGP update messages over a period of two years (09/2004 to 09/2006) from the Datapository project\(^8\). We consider the number of updates received by a router every 10 minutes. A snippet is shown in Fig. 9(b). As the signals are very bursty, we take their logarithms (see Fig. 9(c)). The preprocessed

\(^5\)http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu
\(^6\)http://people.cs.ubc.ca/~murphy/software/kalman/kalman.html
\(^7\)http://www.epa.gov/urmnl/wswrd/dw/epanet.html
\(^8\)http://www.datapository.net/bgpmon/
Figure 9: Sample snippets from datasets. (a) CHLORINE shows daily periodicity; (b) BGP is bursty with no periodicities, thus we take the logarithm (shown in part (c)). No obvious patterns, in neither (b) nor (c).

BGP time series in the experiment consists of $m=10$ sequences (routers) of $T=103,968$ time ticks. The routers are in 10 major centers (Atlanta, Washington DC, Seattle etc.).

Our algorithms are implemented in Matlab 2008b, and running on a machine with Windows XP, 3.2GHz dual core CPU and 2G RAM.

C.3 Proposed PLiF: Scaling Up

Algorithm 1: PLiF

Input: $X$: $m$ sequences with duration $T$, and $k$
Output: fingerprints $F$
1. choose $h$ by 80%-95% energy criterion ;
   // learning dynamics (see Sec.3.1 and Eq.13)
2. $A, C \leftarrow \arg \max L(\theta; X)$ ;
   // canonicalization, see Sec.3.2
3. compute $A, V$ s.t. $A \cdot V = V \cdot A$
   // compensating, see Sec.3.2
4. $C_h = C \cdot V$
   // obtain polar form, see Sec.3.3
5. $D \leftarrow$ keep conjugate pairs of columns in $C_h$;
6. $E \leftarrow$ take element-wise magnitude of $D$;
7. $C_m \leftarrow$ eliminate duplicate columns in $E$;
8. finding harmonics grouping, see Sec.3.4
9. $C_m \leftarrow C_m - \text{mean}(C_m)$;
10. compute $U_k, S_k, V_h \leftarrow \arg \min ||C_m - U_k \cdot S_k \cdot V_h^T||_{fro}$
   ;
11. $F \leftarrow U_k \cdot S_k$;

We refer to the algorithm given in Section 3 as PLiF-naive (pseudo-code given in Alg. 1), which gives the intuitive idea and motivation for each algorithmic step. In this section we focus on the scalability of the algorithm and propose a faster implementation. Since PLiF-naive involves a fair amount of matrix inversion, it is cubic to the size of matrix of interest. To speed up the algorithm, our idea is to perform smarter and faster matrix inversion instead of straight-forward inversion. We will first analyze the complexity of PLiF-naive. We make an assumption here that the length of data sequence is much greater than the dimension, $T \gg m$, which is the common cases as otherwise the resulting LDS model will be under-determined.

Proof Sketch of Lemma 4. : In each iteration of learning LDS (Alg. 1, step 2), it does $m \times m$ and $h \times h$ matrix inversion for $T$ length of sequences. Rest all steps including eigen value decomposition in canonicalization, taking polar form and grouping harmonics with SVD, take at most $O(m^3)$. Therefore, PLiF-naive has complexity of $O(\#iteration \cdot T \cdot (m^3 + h^3))$.

The time complexity of PLiF-naive is linear with respect to the length of sequences, but cubic to the number of sequences. Without going too much into the details, we describe briefly where such cubic complexity arises in PLiF-naive. The major cubic computation involves calculation of the inverse of the following $m \times m$ matrix while learning LDS in the first step:

$$(CP_nC^T + R)^{-1}$$

Here $C$ is size $m \times h$, $P_n$ is $h \times h$, and $R$ is $m \times m$. $P_n$ is a complicated matrix, hence we omit details of $P_n$ for brevity (full details can be found in [16]). This is updated in each time tick while learning the LDS model (Alg. 1, step 2). Cubic computation elsewhere is only a negligible fraction in the typical case of $m \ll T$.

How to scale up: We will focus on speeding up the computation of the inversion. The idea underlying our method is using the Woodbury matrix identity [9] to perform an inverse on a smaller matrix ($h \times h$) instead of direct large matrix ($m \times m$) inversion. In typical cases, $h$ is much smaller than $m$, therefore it will be significantly faster. We can then substitute the matrix inversions in Alg. 1 step 2 with faster ones. We will refer to this faster version as PLiF.

Lemma 5. PLiF can be computed within time of $O(\#iteration \cdot T \cdot (m^2 + h^3) + m \cdot h^2)$.

Proof Sketch. : We will analyze Alg. 1 step by step. The Woodbury formula tells the following identity for invertible $X$:

$$(X + Y Z Y^T)^{-1} = X^{-1} - X^{-1} Y (Z^{-1} + Y^T X^{-1} Y)^{-1} Y^T X^{-1}$$

By applying the identity, we obtain the following equation for computing Eq. 14:

$$R^{-1} - R^{-1} C (P_n^{-1} + C^T R^{-1} C)^{-1} C^T R^{-1}$$

Since $C$ and $R$ are fixed inside each iteration and only updated once at the end of each iteration, we can therefore precompute $R^{-1}$, $R^{-1} C$ and $C^T R^{-1} C$ in the beginning of each learning iteration. For each time tick of the data sequence, the EM algorithm for learning LDS requires the inversion of two $h \times h$ matrices and multiplication of $m \times h$, $h \times h$ and $h \times m$ matrices. Thus it takes $O(T \cdot (m^2 + h^3))$ during each iteration of learning the LDS assuming $T \gg m$, and it
follows that Alg. 1 step 2 takes $O(\#\text{iteration} \cdot T(m^2h + h^3))$.
In addition, Alg. 1 step 3 takes $O(h^3)$, step 4 takes $O(mh^2)$,
and step 10 takes $O(mh^2)$.